Introduction
S. Araki [2] and R. Vazquez [7] defined two types of Steenrod squaring operations in the spectral sequence mod 2 associated with a fibre space in the sense of Serre, by using the cubical singular cohomology theory. They computed the Cartan formula and Adams relation. H. Uehara [5] established an algebraic analogy to their work. He discovered and investigated the Steenrod operations in the Adams spectral sequence associated with a pair of Hopf algebras.
In Paragraph 1 of this paper, [5] is modified and reviewed. It is shown that the operations are independent of the higher homotopies under a certain filtration condition and the Cartan formula is obtained. § 1. Modification of [5] In [5] , a graded differential algebra with a decreasing filtration and cup-i-products was defined. Theorem 2 of [5] stated that in Adams filtered complex associated with a pair of Hopf algebras over Z%, there exist -ZVlinear maps such that the Adams filtered complex is then a graded differential algebra with a decreasing filtration and cup-z-products. The proof of this theorem is not complete, in fact there is some question as to whether it can be proved using Definition 1 of [5] .
Communicated by N. Shimada, April 26, 1974. In this chapter Definition 1 of [5] is modified and restated as Definition (*). With this definition the results of [5] are all true. If the change in definition affects the proof of propositions or theorems of [5] , they are proved in this chapter. It should further be noted, if Definition 1 of [5] is satisfied then Definition (*) is satisfied but the converse may not be true.
Definition (*)
. By a graded differential algebra G = {C, S, F, U} with a decreasing filtration F and with cup-i-products U , we mean 1) a graded cochain complex C over the field Z%\ Proof. See [5] and [6] . Consider the diagram We are going to associate with the pair (F, A) Proof. The particular h l n defined previously satisfies the Proposition, [5] . If a=p+l, then p<Lq-I and =o.
Proposition 4. Let (C, S, F} be the Adams filtered complex associated with a pair of Hopf algebras (JT, A) over Z%. Then there exist Z ^-linear maps U : C®C-*C such that G(T 3 A)= {C, 8, F, U } is a graded differential algebra with a decreasing filtration F and cup-i-products U , in the sense of Definition (*).

Proof. Let #: B(F} -> £(!*)&£(!*) be the J-homomorphism in
Similarly when a=q-{-\. Hence, the proof is completed. From Propositions 4 and 1 we obtain,
Proposition 5. Let (JT, A) be a pair of connected locally finite cocommutative Hopf algebras over Z% such that A is central in F, and let {E rj d r } be the Adams spectral sequence associated with the system G(T t A). Then there exist algebraic Steenrod operations for oo^y^2
and f or oo^y^l. 
Proposition 6. Let (T, A) and (T 1 , A'} be pairs of Hopf algebras over Z% both of which satisfy the conditions stated before, and let E r and E' r be the Adams spectral sequence associated with G(F, A) and G(T' , A') respectively. Iff: (jT, /!)->• (7", A') is a morphism of pairs of Hopf alge-
Then there exists a A-komomorphism E* : B(r)-+B(r)®£(r) such that ii) Moreover if E\F v B(I^^F a (B(T)®B(T^) for a=M'm{2p J p+z} then the
}=0
We only need to show that ®/)(l®/®l)(^®l 
